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WARNINGS Read Before Using Your Sega Dreamcast Video Game System 
CAUTION 
Anyone who uses Ihe Sega Droamcast should read the operating manual for Ihe software uud console before operating them. 
A responsible adult should read these manuals together with any minors who will use the Sega Drofimcast before (he minor uses it 

HEALTH AND EPILEPSY WARNING 
' Some small number of people are susceptible to epileptic seizures or loss of consciousness when exposed to certain flashing lights 
or light patterns that they encounter in everyday life, such as those in certain television images or video games. These seizures or loss 
of consciousness may occur even if the person has never had an epileptic seizure. 

If you or anyone in your family has ever had symptoms related to epilepsy when exposed to flashing lights, consult your doctor .prior to 
using the Sega Dreamcast 

Jn all cases, parents should monitor the use of video games by their children. If any player experiences dizziness, blurred vision, eye or 
muscle twitches, loss of corasriuusness, disorientation, any involuntary movement or convulsion, IMMEDIATELY DISCONTINUE USE 
AND CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR BEFORE RESUMING PLAY 

To reduce the possibility of such symptoms, the operator must follow these safety precautions at all times when using the 
Sega Dneamcast- 

* Site minimum of 6.5 feet away from tire television screen. This should be as far as the length of the controller cable, 

+ Do not play if you are tired or have not had much steep. 

* Make sure that the room in which you are playing has all the lights on and is well lit 

* Stop playing video games for at least ten to iwenly minutes per hour. This will rest your eyes, neck, arms and fingens so that you can 
continue comfortably playing the game in the future, 

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS 
To prevent personal injury, property damage or malfunction: 

* Before removing the disc, be su re it has stopped spanning. 

* The Sega Dreamcast GD-ROM disc is intended for use exclusively on the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not use this disc 
in anything odrar than a Sega Dreamcast console, especially not in a CD player 

* Do not allow fingerprints or dirt on either side of the disc. 

- Avoid bending the disc. Do not touch, smudge or scratch its surface, 

* Do not modify or enlarge the center hole of the disc or use a dr$r. that is tracked, modified or repaired with adhesive tape. 

* Do not write on or apply anything to eilher sde of the disc, 

- Store the disc in its original case and do not expose it to high temperature and humidity. 

" Do not leave the disc En direct sunlight or near a radiator or other source of heat. 

* Use lens cleaner and a soft dry cloth to clean the disc, wiping gently from the center to Ihe edge. Never use chemicals such as benzene 
and paint thinner to clean the disc. 

PROJECTION TELEVISION WARNING 
Still pictures or images may cause permanent picture lube damage or mark she phosphor of the CRT. Avoid repeated or extended use of 
video games on large-screen projection televisions. 

SEGA DREAMCAST VIDEO GAME USE 
This GD-ROM can only be used with the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not attempt to play this GD-ROM on any other CD 
player; doing so may damage the headphones and/or speakers. This game is licensed for home play on the Sega Dreamcast video game 
system only. Unauthorized copying, reproduction, rental, or public performance of this game is a violation of applicable Jaws. The 
characters and events portrayed in this game are purely fictional. Any similarity to other persons, living or dead, is purely coincidental. 

A Special Message from CAPCOM ENTERTAINMENT 

Thank you for selecting POWER STONE 2 for your Sega Dreamcast. 
We a! CAPCOM ENTERTAINMENT are proud to. bring you this new 

addition to your video game library. 
CAPCOM ENTERTAINMENT, INC. 

47S Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, CA 940S6 

© CAPCOM CO., LTD, 7M0 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
& CAPCOM U S A., INC. 2000 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

CAPCOM and the CAPCOM LOGO are registered trademarks 
of CAPCOM CO., LTD. POWER STONE and CAPCOM EDGE are trade¬ 

marks of CAPCOM CO., ltd. Sega, Dreamcast and the Orcamcasi 
logo are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Sega 

Enterprises, Ltd. The ratings icon is a trademark of the interactive 
Digital Software Association. 

CAPCOM EDGE HINT LINE 

Hints are available: 

n=9®©=>©?®“IIE)g[i (1-900-976-3343) 
5.9V per minute for 24-hr. pre-recorded information. 
$135 per minute lor live Game Counselor assistance. 

From Canada: 1-900-677-2272 ($1.35 per minute). 

Must be IB years or older, or have parental permission. Game 
Counselors available Monday - Friday 3:30 a,m. - StfO p.m. 

Pacific lime. This hint line supports games produced by 
CAPCOM ENTERTAINMENT, INC, only No hints will he given 

on our Consumer Service line. You must have a touch-tone 

phone to use this service, 

CAPCOM ON-LINE 

hup://www. capcom.com 

visit our website to see alt the great new CAPCOM products 
or to check out featured games on-line\ You can also e-marf 

us at megamail@capcom.corn lor technical help or to find out 
what's new at CAPCOM! 
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SEGA DREAMCAST 

DISC DOOR 
r __ ■■■' v \ 

...... \ 
k'C. ) ' 

POWER BUTTON 
This turns the f 
unit ON or OFE 

CONTROL PORTS 

W®W 

OPEN BUTTON 
Press to open 
the Disc Door* 

Use these ports to connect the Sega Dreamcast™ controller or other 
peripheral equipment. Prom left to right are Control Port A, Control Port 81 
Control Port C, and Control Port D. For POWER STONE 2, use each port to 
connect controllers for players 1-4 respectively* (Buy additional controllers, 
sold separately, to play wifn two or more people*} 

POWER STONE 2 is a Mo-4 player game. Before turning the Sega 
Dreamcast power ON, connect the Sega Dreamcast controllers) or other 
peripheral equipment into the control ports* 

VISUAL MEMORY UNIT <VMU> 
To save game settings and results and to continue 
play on previously saved games, insert a Visual 
Memory Unit (VMUJ into slot I of the controller 
BEFORE turning on the Sega Dreamcast. 

Note: While saving a game file, never turn OFF 
the Sega Dreamcast power, remove the VMU 
or disconnect the controller. 

ttZrCzi 

FEEL THE ENERGY OF ***■ THE 
It is the 19th century **.a romantic era ... 
Superstitions and legends are alive 
and powerful. With dreams of vast 
fortunes, adventurers seek the 
legendary Power Stones, magical 
stones that make any wish 
come true... 

A mysterious Floating castle 
emerges in the darkly clouded 
sky Its huge shadow covers the 
world with a ground-quaking roar. The 
Power stone Fighters are captured 
and held prisoner within its walls - 
by a my sterious force, 

A new adventure is beginning! 

STARTING A GAME 
Press START at the Title Screen, To make your 
selections on the following screens, use the Directional 
Button or Joystick to choose and press START 
or the A Button to confirm. 

1* Select a game mode. (Game mode descriptions 
start on page 6.) 

2* Select a character. (Character descriptions 
and individual moves start on page 1 5.) 

3* Choose a stage where the action will take place. 

4. In multi-player games, choose COOPERATION or 



Expansion Socket 1 

R Trigger- 

Power fusion 2 

X Button - Attack 

Y Button - Discard item 

B Button - Menu cancel/Action 

Analog Thumb Pad 

Directional Button (D-Button) Menu select /Jump 

Use the Analog Thumb Pad 

or D-Button for menu selections 

Use the Analog Thumb Pad or 

D-Button to _ 

move character j 

360* in any ^ „ { 

direction 

START Button - ) 

Star! game/Pause/ 

Join in for additional 

players 

Never touch the Analog Thumb Pad or I/P Triggers while turning 

the Sega Dreamcast power ON, Doing so may disrupt the controller 

initialization procedure and result in malfunction. If the Analog 

Thumb Pad or L/R Triggers are accidentally moved while turning 

the Sega Dreamcast power ON, immediately turn the power OFF 

and then ON again, making sure not to touch the controller. 

1 Trigger 

Power Fusion 1 

Expansion Socket 2 

ARCADE STICK 
X Button - Power Fusion 1 

joystick 

* Menu select 

< Move character 360! 

in any direction 

START Button 

Start game/Patise/join in for additional players 

Y Button - Power Fusion 2 

l Button - Discard item 

c Button - Action 

B Button - Menu cancel/jump 

A Button - Menu confirm/Attack 

JUMP PACK 

POWER STONE 2 supports the Jump Pack vibration peripheral. When inserted into 

the Expansion Socket of a Sega Dreamcast controller or other compatible 

peripheral equipment, the Jump Pack provides a vibration effect that can considerably 

enhance the game play experience, (The Jump Pack cannot be used with the Arcade Stick,) 

Note: when the Jump Pack is inserted into Expansion Socket i of the Sega Dreamcast 

controller, the Jump Pack connects, but does not lock. If the controller is jarred, the jump 

Pack may fall out during game play or otherwise inhibit game operation. The jump Pack 

cannot be used with the Arcade Stick, 

* POWER STONE 2 is a l-to-4 player game. Connect controllers or other peripheral equipment before turning on 

the Sega Dreamcast, 

* For all controllers, to return to the Title screen during game play, simultaneously press and hold 

the A, B, X, Y and START Buttons, This will cause the Sega Dreamcast to soft-reset the software. 

* For both the controller and Arcade Stick, you can change the default button assignments in Option mode. See page 7. 



GAME MODES 
Press START at the Title screen and 
the game mode menu will appear. 
Choose a mode with the Analog Thumb 
Pad or D-Button, and press START 
or the A Button to confirm, 

i-on-i <1-2 players} 
Battle a friend head-to-head in this 
two'player versus challenge. 

ARCADE <1-4 PLAYERS> 
Fight against CPU opponents. If you 
defeat the final boss, you will see an 
ending movie. You can continue after 
losing. Other players can join in by 
pressing START on their controllers. 

ORIGINAL <1-4 PLAYERS> 
Competition mode for 1-4 players. 
Choose from various rules incfuding 
T-on-l and I-on-3 matches, 

HOW TO START ORIGINAL MODE 
1, Choose IP - 4P's windows 

with the L and R Triggers, 

2, Decide who controls which character 
and team colors with the Analog 
Thumb Pad or D-Button and 
the A Button. 

3, Press START to go to the Stage 
Select screen. 

4. Select a stage with the Analog Thumb 
Pad or D-Button and the A Button, 

ADVENTURE <1 PLAYER} 
Choose a character and defeat enemies. 

Collect gold and items to mix at the Item 
Shop. You get the items you picked up 
when you complete the stage. 

Each time you complete a stage, a list of 
all items you have acquired is displayed. 

Look for a "Secret Point11 in a stage. 
If you attack it, a treasure will appear! 

Reward! You will be awarded something 
special depending on how fast you 
complete all the stages! 

GAME OPTIONS 
Select GAME OPTIONS at the Title screen 
and the Option menu will appear. Choose 
an option with the Analog Thumb Pad 
or D-Button and change the setting 
with <-/-¥. Press the A Button to reveal 
a submenu (when there is one). 

* DIFFICULTY - Set the difficulty level, 

* TIME LIMIT - Turn round time limit 
ON/QFE 

* DAMAGE - Set the amount of damage 
caused by characters’ attacks. 

* VMU Items - Decide whether or not to 
use Decoration Items and Handy Items 
saved to a VMU. 

* SOUND - Choose STEREO (dual 
speakers) or MONAURAL (single 
speaker}, 

* RGM/SE VOL - Adjust the volume of 
background music and sound effects. 

* QUICK CONTINUE - When ON, you 
can continue with the same character 
quickly, 

* BUTTON CONFIG - Customize the 
button assignments. You can also turn 
the Jump Pack vibration ON/OFF 

* DEFAULT SETTING — Reset all option 
items to default status. 

EXTRA OPTION 
As you play the game and meet certain 
conditions, more items will be added as 
Extra Options 

Extra Hem - When ON, the items you 
received in Adventure Mode or created 
by mixing can be used in other modes. 

SAVE/LOAD 
Select GAVE/LOAD at the Title screen 
to save/load game data and download 
a Mini Book into a VMU. 

* In order to save play data, an optional 
VMU is required (see page 2). 

* This game requires 5 blocks to save 
play data, A Mini Book requires 128 
□locks to save. 

* Do not turn off your Sega Dreamcasf 
or disconnect the VMU or other 
peripherals while saving. 



CAME SCREEN 
Timer 

Player Number 

Power stone Gauge 

Vitality Gauge 

Character 

Number of stages player has won (survived). 

Round time remaining. When it reaches zero, 

Player controlling that character. 

How long/hnw many times an item can be 
used. (Not visible in screenshot above.) 

Number of Power Stones character has. 
At transformation it turns into a Power 
Gauge showing how long the transformation 
effect lasts. 

PLAYER NUMBER 

ITEM GAUGE 

POWER STONE GAUGE 

Character's health. Color bar shortens as 
character takes attacks. When gauge 
empties, character is knocked out (K.Qjd). 

Character's name and portrait. 

GAME SYSTEM 
POWER STONES 

Collect Power Stones during battle. As you get more 
stones, your character's attacking ability grows 
more powerful. Collect three Power Stones 
and your character will transform info a 
raging super being capable of executing 
deadly Power Drive and Power Fusion 
Moves. The power change continues /aA A :fl N 
until the Power Gauge runs out. 1 

POWER DRIVE W m/ 

Press the Attack Button during jlm f 
a power change. tm 

POWER FUSION Mg 
During a power change you can perform 
a devastating Power Fusion attack. Press ™ 
the L Trigger or X Button (or Attack + Jump) for Power Fusion lr and press 
the R Trigger or Y Button (or Action + Jump) for Power Fusion 2. 

Note: When you use a Power Drive or Power Fusion attack, your character's 
Power Gauge decreases. 

ARCADE MODE RULES 
• WINNING Each round has a time limit. You win if two other players' vitality 

drops to zero within the time limit. 

SUDDEN DEATH - A "sudden death time" will start if the regular time limit 
ends with no winner. When this happens, all players' vitality drops to almost 
zero. When two players are defeated, the standing player wins. When two players are defeated, the standing player 

DRAW - If two players are not defeated in the sudden death time limit, 
the round is judged to be a draw. 



USE THE ACTION BUTTON! 
You can do special functions by pressing the Action Button 
when your character is near an object with a shining circle. 

* Climb up on a roof or ceiling. 

* Dei on a vehicle. 

* Hold on to a pole, 

* Pick up an item. (Discard an item 
by pressing the Y Button or Attack + Action 
Buttons simultaneously.) 

* Throw an item (at an opponent by 
pressing the Attack Button, in any 
direction by pressing the Action 
Button). 

ITEMS 
Move near a treasure box to make various iferps pop out, 

BAZOOKA - Attack from a distance. 

SWORD - Use its long reach. 

BOMB - Explodes when its timer reaches zero. 

UMBRELLA - Fall slowly by holding the tump Button 

SHACKLES - Lower opponent's jumping ability 

ICE STAFF - Freeze opponent. 

SKATEBOARD - Move faster. 

CAKE - Recover your health. 

Hint: There is a lot more items to findl \ 

TIPS 
UTILIZE A WALL! 

Move the Analog Thumb Pa d/D-Bu Hon/Jo ustick toward a wall and press 
the Action Button to attack using the wall as a springboard. 

DODGE OPPONENT S ATTACKS! 
Move the Analog Thumb Pad/D-Button/Joystick 
in any direction the moment an opponent attacks. 

CATCH! 
Catch an object thrown at you by pressing the Action 
Button at just the right moment. 

CO-OP PLAY 
HELP YOUR PARTNER! 

When a character’s vitality runs out, a Help condition occurs. 
Get close to a Help character and press the Action Button 
to give that character some of your vitality until time runs out. 

, A weak character not helped in time will be defeated. 

CO-OP ATTACK 
Press the Action Button near your teammate to perform 
a Cooperation Attack. If this 
connects, it also breaks 

the opponent’s power change. 



ITEM SHOP 
Sell, buy items and mix items te create a new item, Mel, a clerk of the shop 
will guide you* (Press the X Button to see a list of controls.) 

HOW TO MIX ITEMS 
Create new items by mixing Item and Material Cards (plus an Essence Card 
if you wish) acquired in Adventure Mode* You can mix two Item Cards, two 
Material Cards, or one of each. New items you create are saved to a VMU 
and become available for other game modes. 

MATERIAL CARDS 
Get Material Cards in Adventure Mode* You can 
create a new item by mixing two Material Cards, 

Example: Mix IRON and OIL 

ESSENCE CARDS 
If you include an Essence Card in the mix, a special change 
may sometimes happen. 

Example: Mix IRON and OIL with AFFECTION. 

HINTS 
* Surprise Cards may cause a special mutation to a mixture. 

* Copy Cards increase the number of items created by a mixture. 

* A mixture can fail (you lose the items you used for the mixture). 

* Listen to Mel's advice when mixing items. 

SHOPPING 
Buy items with gold you have acquired in the Adventure Mode. You can also sell your 
items. The items you can buy will change depending on various conditions. Some items 
are only available in special places! 

CONVERSATION 
Talk to Mel and find out details about the airship. You can also give her presents 
and play Mini Games, 

PRESENTS 
* Flower - Mel's favorite flower. 

* Book - Many kinds of books exist in which secrets about mixtures are written. 
If you give Mel a book, you will be able to create a new mixture. When you 
are stuck, this may give you a duel 

PLAYING MINI GAMES 
If you fail in a mixture, you get a coupon as a consolation prize. When you 
get enough coupons, you'll be able to play Mini Games* 

- You can get some items by playing Mini Games* 

* Some items are only available in Mini Games. 

ITEM BOOK 
The items you acquired are listed in the Item Picture Book. You can read about 
the items and mixture recipes. You can also save your Item Book data to a VMU 
(see page 7). Can you fill all the pages? 

MINI ITEM BOOK 
Press the A and B Buttons at the VMU Title screen to open the Mini Item Book 
and check all the items you have. Items ere shown in two screens. Press the VMU 
Directional Button *T'/4' to switch screens. 



DECORATION ITEMS & HANDY ITEMS 
In the Filling Room, fry on Decoration Items you have acquired, such as a hat, rabbit 
ears or boxing gloves, gave your Decoration Items to a VMU (see page 7). After you 
save, the character you chose will appear wearing the Decoration ltem(s}. Be sure to 
turn on VMU ITEMS in Option Mode to use this feature, 

If you register the items you have as Handy Items, you can fake your VMU to your 
friend's house and use the items there. 

* Register - You can register up to five Handy Items and four Decoration Items. 
Choose the items you want to register and press the A Button, 

* Delete - Delete a registered item. 

* Check - Check an item. 

When a VMU with Handy Items is connected to your Dreamcast, a VMU Box will appear 
during play. If you get close to the box, Handy Items will come out. There will be a IP 
2P 3P or 4P mark on a VMU Box. Only the player of that number can open the box. 

Note; You can use Handy Items in Arcade Mode and Original Mode. Turn on VMU ITEM 
in Option Mode to make them available. 

EXCHANGING AND GIVING ITEMS 
Exchange or give items by connecting two VMUs, 

To exchange items, select ITEM EXCHANGE on both VMUs, and choose an item 
to exchange. When the message "Please Connect" appears, connect the VMUs. 

To give or receive an item: 

* Sender - Choose PRESENT. When asked "Give a present?" choose YES, 
then choose an item to give, 

* Receiver - Choose PRESENT. When asked "Give a present?" choose NO. 
When asked "Receive a present?" choose YES, then choose an item to receive. 

After doing the above on both VMUs, connect the VMUs. 

IMPORTANT; Do not disconnect VMUs while exchanging data. 
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RED WHIRLWIND 

FALCON 
While traveling across the Atlantic Ocean to his 
hometown, London, Falcoris airplane Hockenhi&tn is 
caught in a mysterious dark cloudbank and loses 
control. Someone's shadow flickers between the clouds 
in the lightning for a moment. When the clouds part, 

a gigantic floating castle appears. 

"This must be the mysterious castle my father 
told me he had seen once... Good. I was 

getting bored!" 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Falcon is a balanced fighter 
with neither outstanding str 

or weaknesses. Use double-jump 
to win control of the air. 

POWER DRIVE 

POWER MISSILE 

POWER FUSION 

POWER ROCKET - ATTAC 

POWER EXPLOSION - ACTION 



SCORCHING BEAUTY 

ROUGE 
"How ominous...!” Rouge opens her sues wide and j A\ 
stares at the shadow that has just broTeen her crystal, / / 
More than anything, she carit stand having her / v-^ 
occupational tools broken. She meditates and tries 
to send her force of will into the Power Stone. 

"Take me there...I" When |i 
she opens her eyes, she is 
inside the floating castle 

^gg that people have talked about. 
Ujwjb\ A jjjjp "I feel if ... the origin of the 

mL ominous shadow is herel" 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Though her normal attack and 

I defense abilities are relatively low, 
\? JI I Rouge's flame attacks have long 

range and inflict severe damage. She runs faster 
and jumps higher than many oT the other fighters. 

POWER DRIVE 

SIGH OF HELLFIRE 

POWER FUSION 

FIERY TRAP - ATTACK + JUMP 
SUMMON GIANT - ACTION + JUMP 

AGILE DRAGON 

WANGTANG 
While training in the mountains in the town 
of Tong-Ang, WangTang is surprised 
by a huge shadow moving across the sky. 
It is a gigantic floating castle. 

"Maybe this is the final trial that my teacher 
was talking about?" When WangTang enters 
the castle, he feels the sharp tension he expected, 

"Okl I'm gonna finish my training!" 

\ CHARACTERISTICS 
\ J|^ WangTang's merit is 

outstanding agility. 
His successive moves 

t dorft allow opponents 
to catch their breath. He is excellent 

Jat special actions such as wall-climbing. 

POWER DRIVE 

DRAGON FANG BOMB 

POWER FUSION 

BIG DRAGON BALL - ATTACK + JUMP 
DRAGON DANCE - ACTION + JUMP 



MASTER SWORDSMAN 

RYOMA 

<HARA<TERI$TK$ 
Thanks to his katana, Ryoma has 

a long reach, but is open to attack 
if he misses his target. His attacks 
after Power Change are extremely 
powerful. 

Ryoma has finally obtained a legendary sword. He 
enjoys the moonlight reflecting on its edge, which cuts 
through iron like tofu. Suddenly, a light bounces off 
the sword's edge and shines on the huge shadow of 
a f loating castle between the clouds, Ryoma's body 
files up in the air, 

"Is this sword guiding me to evil? Anyway, this 
is a good chance to give it a try" 

Ryoma goes up to the castle, 
guided oy the fight of the sword. 

"Whatever enemy is waiting, 
I'll slice if to pieces with toisl" 

POWER DRIVE 

RAIJINKEN 

POWER FUSION 

MIDARE ZANTOU - ATTACK + JUMP 
TENCHI RYOUDAN - ACTION + JUMP 

POWER FUSION 

100 FLOWER BLOOM - ATTACK + JUMP 
100 FLOWER POWER - ACTION + JUMP 

CHERRY BLOSSOM DANCER 

AYAME 
While traveling with her troupe, Ayame receives a letter 
from her master telling her to come back. 

"Did master discover the stone was fake?" To avoid 
being arrested, she decides to find a real Power 9tone 
and turn it over to the master, 

"Please wait until i find a stone. I know something" 
She takes off alone to find a rumored treasure 

in the flying castle, 

CHARA<TERiSTK$ 
Ayame's attack power is 
low and she is weakest 

when throwing heavy objects 
To compensate, she runs more 

quickly than most other fighters. 

POWER DRIVE 

FLOWER SHURIKEN 



HEAVY TANK 

GUNROCK 
Gunrock is bored with his everyday life. 
One day, he hears about a floating castle. 
They say it guards an ultimate treasure that 
no one has ever seen. 

"i must get the treasurer1 A few days later, 
the floating castle emerges from the clouds 
as the rumors foretold. Gunrock gets into 

huge cannon, points it fljgSjr 
toward the castle 8|g?r 

s, ... and fires! 

\ "Wait for me! All the treasures in the world will be mine!" 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Gunrock is a power fighter with a huge body. Though 
slow, his power outweighs the weakness. Thanks to 
magnificent strength, he is better at throwing objects 

than any other warrior. 

POWER DRIVE 

GUN GUN ROCK 

POWER FUSION 

ROCK *N’ ROLL 
EARTHQUAKE 

ATTACK + JUMP 
ACTION + JUMP 

MAD CLOWN 

JACK 
"! want more shiny blades! 1 want to slice ... and dice!" 

Jack's wish increases after obtaining the Power Stone. 
As if in response to his desire, he hears a strange voice 
one night. 'A mysterious castle will emerge at the next 
full moon. !t Is filled with shiny treasures" 

Jack is happily absorbed into the floating 
castle without knowing it's an invitation 

Trom the dark. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Unpredictable, 
mysterious, rapid 
moves are Jack's 
strength. However, his attacking power is 
weak. Confuse opponents with tricky moves! 

POWER DRIVE 

ROUND 

POWER FUSION 

KILLER DANCE - ATTACK + JUMP 
MISERY RAIN - ACTION + JUMP 



PROUD EAGLE 

GALUDA 
Galuda was jus! happily married to the chief's daughter j 
in their village, and tney are on fheir honeymoon. On their S, S n ' 

comfortable trip in the airship Roy a/ Heaven, Galuda's wife emL -^M^’PTwr 
looks out of the window. 'fit ^liP^ 

"'What is that castle?" At that moment, the airship is shaken 
hard and they are thrown out through a window. Galuda loses I - JMf"' iHa 

consciousness. jfl_HMH 
|r W 1 I 

ry-- | "Where is this?" When Galuda ri rMHiBHli "'J w\ 
A J wa^es UP- he ^nds himself I 11 B 

;■ jiJI XT tfe/ in castle. He must find Jfelw 
2 1 and save his wife! !Sa f ^ 

( t^ v. ^ 
V;. 'TfZjW W <HMA<rERIfTKf 

Galuda's offensive and defensive abilities are high. Though 
j/ / "\ mr b bit slow, he doesrit have any other notable weaknesses. 

y /iSk Get close to an opponent and aim for powerful throw moves! 

POWER DRIVE 

HEAVEN’S CRY 

PETE 
A toy box lays in a comer of a room in a house in the 
country. Quddenly a doll with flashing lights pop out. 
"Finally! I can move!" The doll's name is Pete. He has 
a shiny Power Stone on his chest. 

The owner's wish has come true with its power. 
"My dream is ... to surprise everybody with my great 
inventions!" Pete jumps out the window and flies into 

<HARA<TER!STK$ 
Pete's reach is short, but he can attack 

once he gets within attack ra 
is small body and quickness 

to dodge opponents’ attacks. Hi 
becomes extremely powerful 
after Power Change. 

POWER DRIVE 

ENERGY SHOT 

POWER FUSION 

TOY PARADE (GROUND) - ATTACK + JUMP 
PROPELLER DREAM (AIR) - ATTACK + JUMP 
ELECTRIC SPHERE (GROUND) - ACTION + JUMP 
ELECTRIC PILLAR (AIR) - ACTION + JUMP 

INVENTION BOY 



SECRET GRACE 

JULIA 

down, but one day her wild impulses drive Julia into 
running away with the Power Stone, When she comes 

to her senses, she is somewhere 
completely strange. 

"I don't know what happened, but I 
must get out ot here and go homer 

CHARACTERISTICS 
f Julia flies gracefully with her umbrella 
fffiESru and attacks from the air. Though she h 

usually gentle, she becomes extreme It 
fLtf aggressive after Power Change. Noi 

can s^0p attacks! 

POWER DRIVE 

SLAVE OF LOVE 

POWER FUSION 

QUEEN’S MISCHIEF - ATTACK + JUMP 
MERRY-GO-ROUND - ACTION + JUMP 

GOURMAND 
Gourmand is head chef on the luxurious airship 
Royal Heaven which cruises around the world. 
Secretly, he is a ravenous chef who will do 
anything for rare delicacies. One day, he learns 
about the mysterious existence of a flying castle, 

"Does it have totally new food dishes?" 
Conveniently, a huge shadow falls across his j 
airship and shakes it hard. Gourmand jumps ( 

ship with his kitchen 
knife and frying pan, 

"This is my lucky 
fe chancel" 

CHAR A CTERIf TICS 
Gourmand has decent power despite his paunchy 
look. He has the longest reach of all fighters, thanks 
to his kitchen knife and frying pan. His attacks after 

Power Change are very powerful and have long range. 

POWER DRIVE 

FALL ETANSEL 

POWER FUSION 

CHEF DU FRANMU - ATTACK + JUMP 
PLAT DU RESISTANCE - ACTION + JUMP 



VAGABOND GUNMAN 

ACCEL 
When I regained conscious, 1 was here* My 
name is Accel* J am a skilled gunman. I was 
ambushed by rough gangs in mu town. They 
roped my body to a oalloon and flew it like a kite 
I lost consciousness. 

Now there is a mysterious shiny stone in 
my band. What is it? It sets mu blood 
racing end boosts my sense of justice* 
1 must get out of here, to let them have 
my bullets of justice. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
High basic abilities and 
dual guns are Accel's 

strength* He can shoot 
opponents at a distance using a wall or pole. 

After Power Change* Accel's speed is the fastest 
of all warriors. No one can keep up with him! 

POWER DRIVE 

BEAT ASSAULT 

POWER FUSION 

CRAZY REVOLVER - 
WILD BUZZSAW - ACTION 
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90-DAY LIMITED WARRANTY 
CAPCOM ENTERTAINMENT INC. ("CAPCOM") warrants to the original consumer 
Itial lhis Sep Dnaamast GD-ROM fGOROM") from CAPCOM sliall be free from 
defects in material and wort:mansl>.D for a pemd of SO days from date of purchase, 
n a dated covered by this vrarranrty occurs during bite 90-day v/arranly priod, 
CAPCOM will replace the CD-ROM free of charge 

To receive this warranty service: 

1. Notify the CAPCOM Consumer Service Department of the probtem regtitoag 
warcnfy service by CElling 774-D40D. Ol: Consumer £er\ree DepartrnenL 
is in operation tram 6:30 am, to 5:00 p.m. Padfe Time, Morefaylhrough Friday. 

:■ lithe CAPCOM service te"hnicen fs unable to soke the problem by phone, he&he 
will instruct you to return the Entire GD-ROM to CAPCOM frei&iil prepaid at your 
own risk of damage or delivery, We recommend sending your GOfiOM certified! 
mall. Please include your sales slip or similar proof-ofito 'Chase w£hin ths Skfey 
wruraufy period to: 

CAPCOM 
Consumer Service Department 

475 Qatenead Part?//ay 
Simfr/^e, CA 3KD3E 

bis mnanfy shal not apply if die GO-ROM has been damaged by negligence. 
itooWtwt ire reasonable use, modilicaliQn, tampering or by other causes unrelated 
i: Idfi de'&cdivH material nr-wodonan^vp. 

REPAIRS AFTER EXPIRATION OF WARRANTY 
ll the GD-ROM develops a problem after fte 90^ warranty period, you may 
i untact the CAPCOM: Consumer Service Department a: the phi^iie number noted 
previously, if the CAPCOM service technician is unafcte to solve ihe problem by 
pfumeg he/she may instruct you to return the deirelivie GCHtOM to CAPOQM freight 
prepaid at your own risk of damage w delivery, endasing a dveeft or money tor 
520.00 {US. funds CaTy) payable to CAPCOM. We recommend sending your G0- 
ROM cenilied mail, CAPCOM vM replace the GD-ROM, subject to the cona tions 
ubovEL If raptecemerft GD-RDMs are not ai-ailaDte, the detective product wilt be 
intumed Jo you and the $30.00 payment retondaf. 

WARRANTY LIMITATIONS 
ANY APPLICABLE IMPLIED WARRANTIES, ;NCLUBIN& WARRANTIES 
i IF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, 
ARE HEREBY LIMITED TO NINETY (90) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF 
PURCHASE and are SUBJECT TO THE CONDITIONS SET F0HTH 
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HEREIN. IN NO EVENT SHALL CAPCO.M *. 
BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL QRv 
INCIDENTAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THf^ \ 
BREACH OF ANY EXPRESS Oft IMPLlE0\ 
WARRANTIES, 
The provisions of ilirs warranty are valid in Ilia'. 
United States and Canaria only. Sums stales andV 
provinces do not aNow limitations on how long an\ 
implied warranty lasis or exclusions of consequential m\ 
tocideniai damages, so she. above iNiirtalions and exclusions v 
nay not apply to you. This warranty Gives you spociiic legsN 
righls, and yon. may' have other rights, which vary. Jrom stale to\ 
state or province to province. \ 

\ 
ESFB RATING 
This product has been rated by the Eniertainment Soli ware Raling board. 
For iniormation aboul the ESR6 raling, or to comment aboul Ihe 
appropriateness ol the rating, please contact the ESR&al 1-300771-3772. 
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5 SC-5.173. 4,442.406, 4,454.5.94; 4.462.D76; Re, 35,839; Japanese 
Patent No, 2370536. (Palempending in U.S. and other countries); 
Canada Patenl No, 1.183^276: The ral- r— - 
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